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The vertical stability analysis of the drilling shaft lining has long been a technical problem in the construction of underground space development projects. And the critical depth of vertical stability was a key parameter to judge its stability. To determine this parameter, a simple and practical computational method would be helpful. In this paper, a new vertical stability analysis model of shaft lining structure based on catastrophe theory was proposed. In accordance with the mechanical analysis, the catastrophic instability mechanics was analyzed and a new critical depth of drilling shaft lining was deduced. Further, the rationality and feasibility of the catastrophic calculation model was proved by the numerical simulation results in a case. And the sensitivity of the influencing parameters was also analyzed, which provided theoretic reference for optimization design and guiding security construction. The results implied that catastrophic calculation model, as an alternative method for shaft stability analysis, could be applied to theoretical analysis and guiding engineering practice in the study of drilling shaft lining’s vertical stability.

1. Introduction

A drilling method of shaft sinking is a type of comprehensive drilling technology of full mechanization and is a special construction method for crossing deep, unstable aquifer formations in coal mine construction, which has been widely used in the shaft construction of coal mines, copper mines, and silver mines all over the world, as well as in subways, bridges, water conservancy, and hydropower and municipal engineering [1–8]. It involves drilling out the well holes using a large-scale drilling rig and mud wall protection simultaneously, and then, the prefabricated shaft segments are connected to the section one by one and suspended into the bottom of the shaft; finally, the shaft is cemented and filled using a cement slurry instead of mud to construct the coal drilling shaft mines. Figure 1 shows the schematic representation and the scene diagram of the shaft during suspension and subsidence. However, when the shaft lining is suspended and sinks to the bottom but has not yet been cemented and filled, the shaft lining will suddenly lean and slip if there is a slight eccentricity or lateral force, which would cause the shaft to be unstable. Moreover, the deeper the shaft is, the greater the possibility of the vertical instability of the shaft lining structure is. This may cause structural damage during construction and threats to security production. Therefore, ensuring its vertical stability is a practically technical problem in deep coal mine construction.

In view of the damage of instability to shaft lining structure, many scholars have studied this problem. They have regarded the critical depth as an important parameter to analyze and evaluate quantitatively. And the previous methods of determining the critical depth were all established using the energy method, and the instability criterion was determined by the principle of minimum potential energy. The corresponding theoretical analysis methods were relatively concentrated [9–17]. What is more, they have not given the practical guidance or specific measures on...
adjusting structural stability. The research results were more inclined to theoretical analysis, which was not helpful to solve practical engineering problems.

In many engineering problems, the research object would be regarded as some constructional components, such as beams, plates, and shells, even some novel nanocomposite cases. These researches on components greatly facilitated our understanding of engineering problems and provided directions to solve practical problems. Civalek analyzed the free vibration of conical and cylindrical shells and annular plates made of composite laminated and functionally graded materials [18]. Arefi et al. studied size-dependent deflection analysis of FG graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) reinforced composite microplates with porosity subjected to transverse load [19]. Ebrahim et al. investigated static stability and free vibration characteristics of functionally graded (FG) nanobeams [20] and so on [21–24]. What is more, a suitable computational modeling and theoretical analysis could also help to solve practical engineering problems [25–29], especially in the underground engineering [30–33], which had experienced excellent performances. So, all the above results inspired us to establish a suitable mechanical model and mathematical modeling to get a new way to analyze the vertical instability of shaft lining structures.

During the construction of drilling shaft lining, the prefabricated shaft segments would be connected to the section one by one in the well hole and suspended into the bottom of the shaft. To protect the prefabricated segments and ensure the smooth operation of suspending, four wedges were fixed at the wellhead, whose contact condition could be considered as horizontal hinged joint. When the segments suspended and sunk to the bottom of the wellbore, the shaft segments would contact the bottom of the wellbore, whose contact condition could be considered as hinged joint too. Therefore, the shaft lining structure could be regarded as a slender compression rod hinged at both ends from the mechanical point of view. What is more, as the shaft segments were connected one by one, the construction deflection was inevitable and a slight eccentricity or lateral force would always occur, which aggravated the possibility of instability. Therefore, the mechanical characteristics of the drilling shaft lining conformed to the mechanical model of Euler slender compression column.

After further analysis, we found that the vertical instability of a drilling shaft in the process of suspension and subsidence is a complex abrupt and irreversible evolution process. With the shaft segments connected and lengthened in the mud one by one, the system’s elastic potential energy gradually accumulates. When the elastic potential energy of the system accumulates to a certain extent, the shaft lining gradually develops from a slow and stable continuous change stage to a sudden state change instability damage stage, which is obviously characteristic of abrupt and irreversible evolution. Therefore, it is a good idea to introduce catastrophe theory (CT) into vertical stability analysis.

As an effective tool for studying discontinuity, singularity, and instability of systems, CT has been widely used in mining engineering, geotechnical engineering, and other underground mining activities [34–38]. Chen et al. categorized buckling instability of piles as a catastrophe failure and applied CT to the analysis of buckling stability. Considering the mechanical model of a top-free bottom-fixed pile and a top-hinged bottom-hinged pile, respectively, two cusp catastrophe models of the critical buckling load were proposed and the critical load for pile buckling damage was calculated. The calculated and test results were in good agreement [39]. Zhou et al. deduced the cusp catastrophe equation of pillar instability based on CT and obtained the criteria for pillar instability. This work contributed to mastering the failure laws of pillars and to laying theoretic
foundation for feasible solutions to maintain the pillar and the goaf stability of gypsum mines [40]. Xia et al. established a catastrophic model to derive the equations calculating the critical water height in the splay fracture and the critical rainfall intensity and proposed the bedding-slip failure hydraulic criteria for bedding rock slope, which validated its rationality of instability mechanism by the physical model test [41]. Ma et al. derived the minimum thickness formula for an intervening pillar without instability under two different constraint conditions based on the cusp catastrophe theory [42].

As a new quantitative analysis method, CT and the cusp catastrophic model would be applied to analyze the vertical stability of drilling shaft linings. The idea of this article is shown in Figure 2. On the basis of constructing the geological mechanical model and the total potential energy function of the drilling shaft lining, a cusp catastrophic calculation model was established. Based on the equation of equilibrium surface and bifurcation set, the necessary and sufficient conditions for system instability were obtained, and the criterion for determining the catastrophic instability and the formula for calculating the vertical stabilization critical depth was derived. Meanwhile the factors that influence the critical depth were analyzed, respectively, and the sensitivity of the influencing parameters was also analyzed.

2. Mechanical Analysis and Cusp Catastrophic Model

For the analysis of the vertical stability of the drilling shaft lining during construction, the research object is generally chosen as the working condition when the shaft lining is suspended and subsides to the bottom of the shaft, but has not yet been cemented and filled. For the convenience of discussion, we assumed that the inner diameter of the shaft remained unchanged and the shaft lining structure and material used one specification. That is, the vertical stability of the drilling shaft lining with equal cross-sections and stiffness was studied. According to its construction characteristics, the shaft lining structure could be considered as a bottom tubular self-weight bar partially or totally filled with water in the mud fluid.

2.1. Mechanics Background. When the shaft is full of counterweight water, the force of the equal-section drilling shaft lining includes the self-weight of the shaft \( P_s \), the lateral pressure of the mud on the outer surface of the shaft \( P_m \), the lateral pressure of the counterweight water on the inner surface of the shaft \( P_w \), the reverse force on the top of shaft \( R_g \), and the reverse force on the bottom of the shaft \( R_{\lambda} \), which is shown in Figure 3(a). Because the displacement is not generated at the supports A and B, the external force potential energy produced by \( R_{\lambda} \) and \( R_g \) can be zero. The lateral pressure caused by the unit length mud on the outer surface of the shaft is

\[
f_m = \frac{\pi}{4} D^2 y_m \sin \alpha = q_m \sin \alpha. \tag{1}
\]

The lateral pressure caused by the unit length counterweight water on the inner surface of the shaft is

\[
f_w = \frac{\pi}{4} D^2 y_w \sin \alpha = q_w \sin \alpha. \tag{2}
\]

And its directions are along the normal direction of the deflection curve. The unit length self-weight of reinforced concrete shaft is

\[
q_c = \frac{\pi}{4} (D^2 - d^2) \left[ y_c (1 - \rho) + \gamma_{w} \rho \right]. \tag{3}
\]

Among them, \( D \) is the outer diameter of the shaft, \( d \) is the inner diameter of the shaft, and \( y_c, \gamma_c, \gamma_{m}, \) and \( y_{w} \) are the weights of concrete, steel, mud, and counterweight water, respectively.

2.2. Basic Assumption. Furthermore, we made the following basic assumptions:

(1) The material is elastic.

(2) The upper end of the shaft is the connecting rod support, the lower end is the articulated support, and its deflection curve equation is

\[
y = \delta \sin \frac{\pi x}{H} \tag{4}
\]

where \( \delta \) is the maximum displacement at the midpoint of the deflection curve.

(3) Ignoring the effect of varying stiffness, shaft section’s strength, stiffness, and inner diameter are the same.

(4) The structure of the shaft lining obeys the theory of small deflection of structural stability.

Based on the basic assumption 2 and the above force analysis, the equal-section drilling shaft lining’s deformation curve and stability analysis diagram can be obtained in Figure 3(b), where \( \alpha \) is the deflection curve inclination.

2.3. Total Potential Energy Function of Drilling Shaft Lining. The total potential energy of the drilling shaft structure is the sum of the strain energy \( U \) and the external force potential energy \( V \). Furthermore, the external force potential energy of the system could be understood as the sum of the external force potential energy caused by vertical force \( V_y \), and the external force potential energy caused by the horizontal force \( V_x \); therefore, the system’s total potential energy function could be expressed as follows:

\[
\Pi = U + V = U + V_x + V_y. \tag{5}
\]

According to material mechanics, the external force potential energy caused by vertical force \( P \) can be obtained by

\[
V_y = -P \lambda, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the tiny deformation of the system under the action of vertical force \( P \), and the deformation \( \lambda \) is
\[ \lambda = d_x - d_x = \left( \sqrt{1 + (y')^2} - 1 \right) d_x B \frac{1}{2} (y')^2 d_x. \]  
(7)

The external force potential energy caused by horizontal force \( Q \) is the product of horizontal force \( Q \) and displacement \( y \); that is,  
\[ V_x = Qy. \]  
(8)

Therefore, (5) can be expressed as follows:  
\[ \Pi = U + V = U - P\lambda + Qy. \]  
(9)

According to assumption 4, there is no initial defect and stress in the bar, and only plane bending deformation occurs when the bar buckles, and the bending deformation is small; the expression is founded as  
\[ M = -EI \frac{y''}{\left(1 + y'^2\right)^{3/2}} R - EI y''. \]  
(10)

The deflection curve rotation angle \( \alpha \) tends to zero, so  
\[ \sin \alpha = y', \]  
(11)

\[ \cos \alpha = 1. \]

Therefore, the strain energy of the system could be expressed as

\[ U = \int_0^H \frac{M^2}{2EI} d_x = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^H EI (y'')^2 dx = \frac{EI\pi^4}{4H^4} \delta^2. \]  
(12)

As for the equal-section drilling shaft lining structure, the vertical force that may cause \( V_y \) includes the self-weight of shaft lining \( P_c \), the vertical component of mud lateral pressure \( P_{my} \), and the vertical component of the lateral pressure of counterweight water \( P_{wy} \). Among them, the external force potential energy caused by the self-weight of the shaft can be determined from the formula

\[ V_c = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^H q_c (H - x) (y')^2 d_x = \frac{\pi^2 q_c \delta^2}{8}. \]  
(13)

The external force potential energy caused by the vertical component of the mud lateral pressure is

\[ (V_m)_y = \int_0^H f_m \sin \alpha \lambda d_x = \int_0^H q_m \sin^2 \alpha x \left( y' \right)^2 dx = \frac{3\pi^4 q_m \delta^4}{32H^4}. \]  
(14)

The external force potential energy caused by the vertical component of the counterweight water lateral pressure is
\begin{equation}
(V_w)_y = - \int_0^H f_w \sin x \alpha dx = - \int_0^H q_w \sin^2 x \frac{1}{2} (y')^2 dx
= \frac{3\pi^4 q_w \delta^4}{32H^2}.
\end{equation}

The external force potential energy caused by the horizontal component of the lateral pressure of mud and counterweight water can be determined from the formulas

\begin{equation}
(V_m)_x = (P_m)_x y = Q_m y = Q_m a \delta = Q_m' \delta.
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(V_w)_x = (P_w)_x y = Q_w y = Q_w a \delta = Q_w' \delta.
\end{equation}

If \((V_m)_x + (V_w)_x = Q' \delta,
\begin{equation}
Q' = Q_m' + Q_w' = a \left( \int_0^H f_m \cos \alpha dx + \int_0^H f_w \cos \alpha dx \right)
\end{equation}

where \(a\) is a nonzero constant.

By substituting formulas (12)–(18) into formula (5), we obtain the total potential energy function of the system.

\begin{equation}
\Pi = \frac{3\pi^4}{32H^2} (q_m - q_w) \delta^4 + \left( \frac{EI\pi^4}{4H^5} - \frac{\pi^2 \delta^2}{8} \right) \delta^2 + Q' \delta.
\end{equation}

2.4. Cusp Catastrophic Model of Drilling Shaft Lining with Equal Cross-Sections. Do equivalent transformation on (19), if

\begin{equation}
A_4 = \frac{3\pi^4}{32H^2} (q_m - q_w).
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_2 = \frac{EI\pi^4}{4H^5} - \frac{\pi^2 q_c}{8}.
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_1 = Q'.
\end{equation}

Meanwhile, the dimensionless parameters \(x, p,\) and \(q\) are introduced:

\begin{equation}
x = \sqrt{4A_4} \cdot \delta,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
p = \frac{A_2}{\sqrt{A_4}},
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
q = \frac{A_1}{(4A_4)^{1/4}}.
\end{equation}

The total potential energy function of the drilling shaft lining structure with equal cross-sections can be expressed as follows:

\begin{equation}
\Pi(x) = \frac{1}{4} x^4 + \frac{1}{2} px^2 + qx,
\end{equation}

\text{Figure 3: Mechanics model of equal-section drilling shaft lining full of water. (a) Force analysis sketch; (b) schematic diagram of stability analysis.}
where \( x \) is a state variable and \( p \) and \( q \) are two control variables. According to Thom’s classification theorem, the total potential energy function of the equal-section drilling shaft lining structure conforms to the cusp catastrophe mathematical model, which contains two control variables and one state variable. So the principle of the cusp catastrophe theory can be used to analyze the vertical stability of equal-section drilling shaft lining.

Let the first derivative of the total potential function be zero; the equilibrium surface equation of the system can be obtained as follows:

\[
\Pi' (x) = x^3 + px + q = 0. \quad (25)
\]

The phase space of the equilibrium surface \( M \) is three-dimensional, and each point on it represents the equilibrium state of the system, and the surface is divided into upper, middle, and lower leaf. The equilibrium state of the shaft lining structure changes with the change of the state parameter \( x \), and the different curved surface portions correspond to different stable equilibrium states. Among them, the lower and upper leaves are in stable equilibrium states, and the middle leaf is in an unstable equilibrium state.

Then deriving \( x \) can obtain the critical state of the system:

\[
\Pi'' (x) = 3x^2 + p = 0. \quad (26)
\]

The bifurcation set equation of the system can be obtained by combining (25) and (26):

\[
\Delta = 4p^3 + 27q^2 = 0. \quad (27)
\]

3. Analysis of Catastrophic Instability

Mechanism and Critical Depth Design

In Figure 4, when the shaft structure is suspended and subsides, the elastic potential energy of the system keeps accumulating, and the state variable \( x \) increases from low to high. \( M (x, p, q) \), which represents the equilibrium state of the system, first develops from the lower leaf to the crease, that is, from the stable equilibrium state to the critical state of the stable equilibrium. Under the action of a small disturbance, the state parameter \( x \) increases further, the system equilibrium point \( M \) moves from the crease to the middle leaf, and the shaft lining structure is in an unstable equilibrium state. But the middle leaf is always unreachable, and it will inevitably jump to the upper leaf at stable equilibrium, which results in catastrophic phenomena. Then the shaft structure will be destroyed by the catastrophic instability, and the system will transit from one stable equilibrium state to another stable equilibrium state. Therefore, it can be considered that the drilling shaft in the suspension and subsidence stage is located in the lower leaf of the balance surface, while the drilling shaft in the cemented and filled stage is located in the upper leaf of the balance surface, while the drilling shaft is suspended and subsided to the bottom but not yet cemented and filled stage is located in the middle leaf.

In the catastrophe theory, the values of the control variables \( p \) and \( q \) directly determine the stable state of the system. Therefore, the stable state of shaft structure can be defined by the selection of control variables \( p \) and \( q \), which provides a new method to determining the instability criteria and the critical depth of equal-section drilling shaft lining.

3.1. Necessary Conditions for System Instability. If and only if the equilibrium point of the system crosses the bifurcation set will the system have the possibility of vertical instability. Therefore, in the control plane of Figure 4, only when \( p < 0 \), the equilibrium point of the system can cross the bifurcation set, which leads to the instability of the shaft structure. Therefore, the necessary conditions for the instability of the shaft structure with equal cross-sections are as follows:

\[
p = \frac{A_2}{\sqrt{A_4}} < 0. \quad (28)
\]

By substituting formulas (20) and (21) in formula (28), we obtain

\[
H > \frac{2\pi E I}{q_c}. \quad (29)
\]

3.2. Sufficient Conditions for System Instability. When the shaft structure is destroyed by a sudden change and instability, its state parameters must satisfy the bifurcation set equation (27). When (27) is set up, (25) has three real roots, two of which are equal. Two of the equilibrium states of the system are stable, and one is unstable. At this time, a stable state must jump from one branch to another, and then, the system will have a catastrophic instability. At this time, the system is the most sensitive to external disturbances and is in the critical state of instability. Therefore, the bifurcation set equation (27) is a sufficient condition for the shaft structural instability.

In formula (27), we found \( 27q^2 \geq 0 \). If the formula (27) is set up, then

\[
4p^3 < 0. \quad (30)
\]
That is,

\[ p < 0. \]  \tag{31} 

As a result, the sufficient and necessary conditions for the instability of the shaft lining structure are the same, and they all satisfy formulas (28) and (29).

### 3.3. Vertical Instability Criteria

According to CT, combined with the cusp catastrophe model and the bifurcation set equation, we know when

\[ \Delta = 4p^3 + 27q^2 > 0. \]  \tag{32} 

The stable equilibrium point of the system lies outside the bifurcation set, the total potential energy of the system is minimized, and the system is in a stable equilibrium state. When formula (27) is set up, the stable equilibrium point of the system lies on the edge of the bifurcation set, and the system is in the critical state of a stable equilibrium.

\[ \Delta = 4p^3 + 27q^2 < 0. \]  \tag{33} 

When the stable equilibrium point of the system is within the bifurcation set, the total potential energy of the system is the maximum, and the system is in an unstable equilibrium state. As

\[ A_1 = Q' = \alpha \left( \int_0^H f_m \cos \alpha d_x + \int_0^H f_w \cos \alpha d_x \right) \]

\[ = \frac{\alpha \pi (q_m + q_w)}{H} \int_0^H \cos \frac{\pi x}{H} \mathrm{d}x = 0 \]  \tag{34} 

in formula (27),

\[ q = 0, \]

\[ A_1 > 0, \]

\[ \Delta = 4p^3 = 4 \left( \frac{\left( El \pi^4 / 4H^3 \right) - \left( \pi^2 q / 8 \right)}{32H^2 (q_m - q_w)} \right)^{3/2} \]  \tag{35} 

Therefore, the criteria for determining the vertical stability of an equal-section drilling shaft lining on the basis of the catastrophe theory can be summarized. If

\[ \Delta > 0, \]

\[ H < H_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi^2 El}{q_c}}, \]  \tag{36} 

the shaft structure is in the stable state. If

\[ \Delta = 0, \]

\[ H = H_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi^2 El}{q_c}}, \]  \tag{37} 

the shaft structure is in the critical state between stability and failure. If

\[ \Delta < 0, \]

\[ H > H_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi^2 El}{q_c}}, \]  \tag{38} 

the shaft structure is in the failure state.

#### 3.4. Design of Critical Depth

As mentioned above, when satisfying (37), the shaft is in the critical state. Thus, the formula for calculating the critical depth of the equal-section drilling shaft structure full of water is as follows:

\[ H_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi^2 El}{q_c}}. \]  \tag{39} 

In drilling shaft construction, counterweight water is an important factor to control the vertical stability of the shaft lining structure. In practical engineering, sometimes it is not necessary to inject all the counterweight water, but to control the counterweight water within a reasonable range [43]. If the height of the counterweight water injected into the shaft is \( H_w \), the external force potential energy caused by the lateral pressure of the counterweight water will change. At this time, the external force potential energy caused by the vertical counterweight water lateral pressure is as follows:

\[ (V_w)_y = - \int_0^{H_w} f_w \sin \alpha x d_x = - \int_0^{H_w} q_w \sin x \left( \frac{y}{2} \right)^2 dx \]

\[ = \frac{3\pi^4 q_w^4}{32H^4} \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{5}{2\pi} \right) + \frac{4}{H} \frac{H_w}{H} \sin \frac{2\pi H_w}{H} \right. \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{H_w}{H} \sin \frac{4\pi H_w}{H} \right) \]

\[ + \frac{1}{4\pi} \cos \frac{4\pi H_w}{H} \right] \]

\[ = \frac{3\pi^4 q_w^4}{32H^4} C. \]  \tag{40} 

Here

\[ C = \left( 1 - \frac{5}{2\pi} \right) + \frac{4}{H} \frac{H_w}{H} \sin \frac{2\pi H_w}{H} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{H_w}{H} \sin \frac{4\pi H_w}{H} \]

\[ + \frac{1}{4\pi} \cos \frac{4\pi H_w}{H} \]  \tag{41} 

Further, the external force potential energy caused by the horizontal counterweight water lateral pressure is as follows:

\[ (V_w)_x = - \int_0^{H_w} f_w \cos \alpha x d_x = - \int_0^{H_w} q_w \sin \alpha x d_x \]

\[ = \frac{q_w^2}{2} \sin \frac{\pi H_w y}{H}. \]  \tag{42} 

So the total potential energy function when the equal-section drilling shaft lining is non-full-water is as follows:
\[ \Pi = \frac{3\pi^4}{32H^2} (q_m - q_w C) \delta^4 + \left( \frac{EI\pi^4}{4H^3} - \frac{\pi^2 q_e}{8} - \frac{q_w \sin^2 \frac{\pi H_w}{H}}{2} \right) \delta^2 + Q' \delta. \]

(43)

Here,
\[ p = \left( \frac{EI\pi^4/4H^3 - (\pi^2 q_e/8) - (q_w/2)\sin^2 (\pi H_w/H)}{\sqrt{3\pi^4/32H^2 (q_m - q_w C)}}. \right. \]

(44)

According to the necessary and sufficient conditions and the judgment criteria of the catastrophe theory, the formula for calculating the critical depth of the vertical stability of the drilling shaft under the condition of non-full-water with equal cross-sections is obtained as follows:

\[ H_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{2EI \cdot \pi^4}{q_e \cdot \pi^2 + 4q_w \sin^2 (\pi H_w/H)}}. \]

(45)

If \( H_w = H \) is chosen in formula (45), the conclusion is the same as that of formula (39).

So up to now, we get the vertical instability criteria and the critical depth of drilling shaft lining structure. The flow chart of vertical stability analysis of drilling shaft lining by catastrophe model is shown in Figure 5. We can analyze and judge the vertical stability of shaft lining and put forward constructive suggestions to guide practical engineering according to this flow chart.

4. Verification of Engineering Case

4.1. General Geological Background. A ventilation shaft of a mine in this case was located in Huainan city, Anhui province. Its actual engineering parameters were as follows in Table 1. This was a reinforced concrete composite shaft lining. And it was composed of 15 sections with different heights, thicknesses, and materials. It is mainly composed of reinforced concrete with different strength grades, high strength or high performance concrete, and steel-concrete composite with different thickness.

4.2. Theoretical Analysis of Catastrophe Calculation Model. To evaluate the shaft’s vertical stability during construction, we chose 6 calculated heights and calculated its critical depth by using formula (45), respectively. Based on the vertical stability criteria established in this study, if the critical depth was less than the calculated height, the shaft lining was unstable, and if the critical depth was more than the calculated height, the shaft lining was stable. As the basic assumption 3, the parameters such as the elastic modulus of the shaft structure, moment of inertia of the cross-section, self-weight per unit length of the shaft, and the inner diameter should be taken as weighted values after height modification.

Therefore, the critical depth at different calculated heights was calculated and the result of structural stability obtained, which is shown in Table 2. These results indicated that some necessary measures should be taken when its construction height attached \( H_s \), which was the most important information obtained from the catastrophe calculation model. As this project was already under construction, we could only take measures according to the progress of the project. So we adjusted the inner diameter of shaft segments and the injection volume of counter-weight water when its construction height reached 600 m and emphasized real-time monitoring. In the last 60 m shaft lining construction, the construction process was smooth and steady and there were no circumstances of instability. All the calculation conclusions and relevant measures verified and ensured the safe construction of this projection.

4.3. Validation of Numerical Simulation. The problem of shaft’s stability was attributed to Euler stability. This stability was determined by the incremental solution of extreme stability and the generalized eigenvalue solution of Euler stability in numerical analysis [44–46]. The numerical simulation could be carried out by using the finite element software ABAQUS, and the structural stability of the shaft could be analyzed. When \( \lambda < 0 \), the shaft was stable; when \( 0 < \lambda < 1 \), the shaft was unstable; and when \( \lambda > 1 \), the shaft was stable. The eigenvalues of the shaft lining at different calculated heights could be calculated, and the stability of the shaft lining was analyzed and determined according to the above analysis. The finite element calculation results are listed in Table 2.
As shown in the table, when the calculation height was 28.275 m, 216.275 m, 361.275 m, 505.275 m, and 565.275 m, the first-order eigenvalue and second-order eigenvalue were all greater than 1, and the shaft was stable. When the calculation height was 659.675 m, the first-order eigenvalue and second-order eigenvalue were all less than 1, and the shaft was unstable. What is more, the higher the calculation height was, the smaller the eigenvalue was, and the structure was more inclined to be unstable. Further, by comparing the finite element calculation results and the catastrophic model calculation results in Table 2, it was found that the theoretical analysis results based on catastrophe theory also showed the same stability judgment result. That is to say, the judgment conclusions obtained by the numerical simulation were in complete agreement with the stability judgment conclusions obtained by using the cusp catastrophic calculation model. This considerably verified the reliability of the catastrophe model in the study of the vertical stability of a drilling shaft.

4.4. Influencing Factors and Sensitivity Analysis. By combining formula (39) with formula (45), we designed orthogonal experiments according to the properties of the shaft lining materials, the diameter of the shaft lining, and the height of the counterweight water. The single-factor progressive law of the influencing factors of the critical depth of reinforced concrete and steel plate concrete composite shaft lining could be further studied. The influence law curve is shown in Figures 6–8, in which S1 represented a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shaft type</th>
<th>Shaft material</th>
<th>Segment height (m)</th>
<th>Shaft thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Inner diameter (m)</th>
<th>Strength grade of concrete</th>
<th>Steel plate thickness Inner Outer (mm)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Cross-sectional moment of inertia (m^4)</th>
<th>Self-weight per unit length of shaft (10^5 N/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>C30</td>
<td>31.26</td>
<td>100.86</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>C30</td>
<td>31.26</td>
<td>100.86</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>C40</td>
<td>33.74</td>
<td>100.86</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>C50</td>
<td>35.73</td>
<td>100.86</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>C50</td>
<td>35.73</td>
<td>127.78</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>C60</td>
<td>18 18</td>
<td>37.22</td>
<td>127.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C60</td>
<td>18 18</td>
<td>37.22</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C60</td>
<td>10 10</td>
<td>40.84</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>16 10</td>
<td>41.86</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>20 16</td>
<td>43.83</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>25 20</td>
<td>45.53</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>30 25</td>
<td>47.46</td>
<td>145.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>Steel-concrete composite</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>20 16</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>38.21</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>C70</td>
<td>38.21</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Calculating parameter table of the drilling shaft lining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H (m)</th>
<th>Hw (m)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
<th>I (m^4)</th>
<th>qe (10^5 N/m)</th>
<th>qw (10^5 N/m)</th>
<th>Hcr (m)</th>
<th>Judgment criteria</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>First-order eigenvalue</th>
<th>Second-order eigenvalue</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.275</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>45.247</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>4.211</td>
<td>3.770</td>
<td>593.48</td>
<td>H &lt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>−937.190</td>
<td>−937.190</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216.275</td>
<td>55.203</td>
<td>45.105</td>
<td>141.134</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>3.316</td>
<td>588.95</td>
<td>H &lt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>24.493</td>
<td>24.493</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.275</td>
<td>89.800</td>
<td>42.54</td>
<td>142.718</td>
<td>5.378</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>583.10</td>
<td>H &lt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>5.40500</td>
<td>5.40500</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505.275</td>
<td>171.064</td>
<td>40.76</td>
<td>138.46</td>
<td>5.105</td>
<td>3.364</td>
<td>568.69</td>
<td>H &lt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>1.98960</td>
<td>1.98960</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565.275</td>
<td>216.739</td>
<td>40.12</td>
<td>147.47</td>
<td>4.947</td>
<td>3.428</td>
<td>566.83</td>
<td>H &lt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>1.44130</td>
<td>1.44130</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659.675</td>
<td>291.703</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>139.66</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>557.12</td>
<td>H &gt; H&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.90531</td>
<td>0.90531</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reinforced concrete shaft lining and S2 represented a steel plate concrete composite shaft lining. For the convenience of discussing this problem, the shaft in Figures 6 and 7 was full of counterweight water, that is to say, \( H_w = H \).

It can be seen from Figures 6–8 that, under the same other conditions, with an increase in the concrete strength grade, both the composite elastic modulus and the critical depth of the vertical stability of the shaft lining increased gradually. The larger the inner diameter of the shaft lining was, the lower the critical depth was. The larger the weight of the shaft lining per unit length was, the smaller the critical depth was. The higher the height of the counterweight water was, the higher the critical depth was.

The sensitivity of each influencing factor was also important to the result and was calculated, respectively [47–50]. For the reinforced concrete shaft lining, the sensitivity coefficients of the self-weight per unit length, elastic modulus, inner diameter, and height of the counterweight water were: 0.3117, 0.3113, 0.2777, 0.1018. For the steel plate concrete composite shaft lining, the sensitivity coefficients of the self-weight per unit length, elastic modulus, inner diameter, and height of counterweight water were 0.3169, 0.297, 0.2777, and 0.076, respectively. Therefore, the
sensitivity coefficients for two kinds of shaft lining structure were ranked from high to low: self-weight > elastic modulus > inner diameter > height of water, which is shown in Figure 9.

This order compared and quantified each influencing parameter and suggested to us which measure was more effective when we optimized the shaft structure before construction and took measures under construction. For example, we would choose light weight shaft materials instead of controlling the injection volume of counterweight water because the measures of adjusting the self-weight of shaft lining structure were more effective than the measures of controlling the height of counterweight water.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of the cusp catastrophic calculation model, the stability of a shaft lining was analyzed in this study, and the following conclusions were obtained:

(1) In view of the fact that the shaft lining transferred from a stable equilibrium state to another stable equilibrium state during its suspension and subsidence, it had the characteristics of abrupt and irreversible evolution, the catastrophe theory was proposed to analyze this problem, which provided a new quantitative analysis for the theoretical analysis of vertical stability of drilling shaft lining.

(2) From the point of mechanics, the process during suspending and sinking of shaft lining can be regarded as a Euler compressed slender rod. Its cusp catastrophic model was established after analysis and calculation rigorously. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the vertical instability of the drilling shaft were analyzed, the criterion for determining the stability of the shaft structure was obtained, and a new formula for calculating the vertical stabilization critical depth with full-water and non-full-water was derived.

(3) Combining these with engineering examples, we calculated the critical depth of the shaft lining and analyzed the stability of the shaft lining structure. Its judgment conclusion was the same as that of the numerical calculation and analysis, which proved the rationality and feasibility of the catastrophic calculation model.

(4) The change rule of the influencing factors of the critical depth and the sensitivity of these influencing factors were also analyzed. The order of sensitivity of these influencing factors was as follows: self-weight > elastic modulus > inner diameter > counterweight water height. These conclusions were of significance in that they provide theoretic reference for the optimization design, as well as for guiding safety construction.

(5) The analysis method based on catastrophic calculation model not only enriched the theoretical research method of shaft lining structure stability, but also provided practical control measures for shaft lining construction. Their perfect performance in the guidance of theory and practice has greatly enriched the research results.
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